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The Newsletter of the Chandra Gurung Conservation Trust

Mentoring the next
generation of Himalayan
leaders in conservation and
sustainable development

We’ve borrowed the name “Bhaihaalchha” from
Manjushree Thapa’s biography of Chandra
Gurung “A Boy from Siklis.” Roughly
translated, it means “of course it will happen,”
reflecting Chandra’s can-do spirit that continues
to inspire us and his Nepali colleagues to keep
his memory alive.

FROM THE BOARD...
Rebuild Better
That’s the mantra of post-earthquake Nepal. And the Chandra Gurung Conservation Trust (CGCT) is partnering with several community-based Nepali
organizations to do just that.

Earthquake Damage
by the Numbers
Nepal was hit by two earthquakes of over 7.4 on
the Richter scale in April and May 2015. Significant
tremors continue. A synopsis of the damage:

In the wake of the incredible turmoil and destruction that hit the country
following the 7.8 magnitude earthquake on April 25, 2015, we quickly
activated our network of contacts in Nepal, India and the US to obtain credible information and mobilize effective on-the-ground support. CGCT Board
members worked tirelessly to raise over $48,000, vetting and partnering
with local organizations to deliver immediate relief to the most devastated
areas.
Many years of support and thoughtful effort will be needed to rebuild
communities and the infrastructure needed to get the country on its
feet. CGCT will continue to raise money and work side by side with the
Chandra Gurung Conservation Foundation (CGCF - our sister organization in Nepal), the Tamu Society (a New York-based NGO comprised of
resident Gurungs) and others to deliver long-term support to a selected
group of villages, mainly near the epicenter in Gorkha District.
Besides CGCT’s earthquake relief and reconstruction efforts, we continue to
support the CGCF mentorship program that you have so generously funded
for the past seven years. We deeply appreciate your continued support,
enabling us to carry on the ambitions of our dear friend and colleague Dr.
Chandra Gurung– to empower Nepalis to conserve their land and culture.
This year, we are asking you to dig a little deeper and help Nepal rebuild
better. Be assured that we have painstakingly vetted local partners to ensure
that your money is spent in a transparent and impactful manner. All money
goes to Nepal to people whom we trust and who deliver.
Please check out our Facebook page and new and improved website
(www.ChandraGurungTrust.org) for updates on relief work, fundraising
events and other news.
Best wishes for peace and prosperity in 2016. Jai Nepal!
CGCT Board members: Wendy Lama, Maureen DeCoursey, Steve Powers
and Wendy King

Number of people killed: 8,617
Number of people injured: 16,808
Number of people displaced: 2.8 million
Number of people affected: 5.6 million
Number of people in need of food assistance:
More than 1 million
Number of hospitals damaged: 26
Number of houses destroyed: over 473,000
Source: www.undispatch.com

The Chandra Gurung
Conservation Trust (CGCT) is a USbased charitable organization established in
December 2006 following the tragic helicopter
crash in Nepal that took the life of our friend and
colleague Dr. Chandra Gurung. With your generous
support, our Board works with partners in Nepal to
carry on Chandra’s lifelong mission of “people-centered”
biodiversity conservation, cultural empowerment and
sustainable development.

CGCT’s Earthquake Response…Thanks to You!

ONGOING SUPPORT
Working closely with CGCT advisors, the
Tamu Society and CGCF senior officers in
Nepal, CGCT is developing a strategy for
long term support for a group of selected
communities. We are focusing on hardest hit areas where we have trustworthy
partners who have demonstrated wise use
of aid already received. Projects currently
underway or under consideration include:

CGCT is supporting post-earthquake reconstruction in Langtang.

Thanks to you we have raised over
$48,000 for earthquake relief and rebuilding. Here is how we’ve used it so far:
•

•

Purchased and distributed 1,000
heavy duty tarps with poles within
weeks of the first earthquake. Bought
in New Delhi, air-freighted to Nepal, then transported by truck and
porter to Ghyachchok village near
the epicenter in Gorkha District, the
tarps brought immediate shelter to
hundreds of families in communities
that had been reduced to rubble. Our
ground team was one of the first to
arrive with aid.

•

Donated more than $3,000 to CARE
Nepal’s earthquake relief program,
which was matched five times by
CARE USA ($15,000 total).

•

Supported the Tamu Society’s earthquake relief efforts and school reconstruction.

•

Donated $5,000 to Rasuwa Relief fund
for direct humanitarian assistance
in the Langtang region where communities were severely affected by
avalanches and landslides.

•

Contributed to the Gorkha Foundation’s delivery of another 15,000
tarps and emergency relief supplies
to other seriously damaged villages in
Gorkha District.

The women’s organization in Ghyachchok has been
active in mobilizing relief.

•

•

Purchased and transported 20 sturdy
trekking dining tents along with food
and other relief supplies to schools
and community organizations in Sindhupalchowk and Okhaldunga Districts.
Financed helicopter delivery of emergency supplies to northern Gorkha
District through Ms. Samisha Joshi
LaMeyer, a committed volunteer.

Provided $1,000 to the Mountain
Fund for solar electricity to charge cell
phones, critical in mobilizing emergency relief, and surveying household
to inform the distribution of cash for
critical shortages in Dhading District.

•

Donated $5,000 to WeHelpNepal, a
local team led by experienced disaster
relief volunteers that constructed
composting toilets for over 5,500
people in 19 communities, delivered
tents, food, medicine and care packages for mothers with infants, and
more.

•

Donated $5,000 to Nepal Earthquake
Recovery Appeal to support mental
health recovery for those suffering
from trauma

•

Donated $2,000 toward school reconstruction, student workshops and activities in Ghyachchok Village, Gorkha
District, carried out in partnership
with the Tamu Society and the CGCF.

• A baseline survey and needs assessment focusing on school reconstruction
and educational needs in and around
Ghyachchok Village in Gorkha District.
This includes exploring the possibility of naming the school in honor of
Chandra Gurung as part of a campaign
to establish five new schools throughout
the country to commemorate Nepal’s
deceased conservation heroes including
Mingma Sherpa, Harka Gurung and
others. The schools are envisioned to
teach a conservation-based curriculum.
• Connecting CGCF project managers
with expertise on sustainable and earthquake-resistant construction methods.
• Funding immediate and on-going reconstruction, cultural conservation and
post-traumatic stress counseling in the
Langtang region.
Other projects will be considered as funds
permit.

A temporary school awaits permanent reconstruction in
Ghyachchok Village.

RAISING FUNDS AND FRIENDS
FOR RECONSTRUCTION
The earthquake dictated that this year be
dedicated to fundraising and partnering to
help rebuild Nepal. Fundraising activities
include two events featuring the film “We
Corner People,” courtesy of Nepali filmmaker Kesang Tseten. We sincerely thank
Kesang and all those who donated at the
showings hosted by Wendy Lama in Half
Moon Bay, California, and by Steve Powers with help from his children and their
classmates at schools in Long Beach and
Brooklyn, New York. Altogether we raised
over $2,100 and introduced CGCT to many
new and young supporters. In the words
of one Half Moon Bay father whose young
children attended:
“I enjoyed the movie and program you
presented… I especially love that my kids
had the opportunity to learn how some
folks in a different land and very different
circumstances find a way to make things
work. Thank you for all the work you do.”
Brian Lee, Half Moon Bay

In another event, Wendy King raised and
donated $2,000 from sales at her Double
Happiness Pottery (www.doublehappinesspottery.com) during the Santa Cruz County
Art League Open Studios Tour (photo
below). In Fort Collins, Colorado, Maureen
DeCoursey and her colleagues at the
Happy Lucky Teahouse and Studies Abroad
for Global Education (SAGE) organized a
Chari-Tea, raising $500. SAGE added another $800 when their student trip to Nepal
that Wendy Lama’s company KarmaQuest
(www.karmaquest.com) had planned was
cancelled due to the earthquake. The students produced and sent dozens of t-shirts
to children in affected areas.

JOIN A TREK AROUND
MANASLU AND HELP
NEPAL HEAL

AMERICANS ON
EVEREST:
THEN AND NOW
A historic fundraising event was held on
December 16 in Fort Collins, Colorado,
where author, Everest historian and
CGCT Advisor Brot Coburn, along with
Everest summiteer and filmmaker Jake
Norton, and the old man of the mountain
himself, Thomas Hornbein  -- member
of the first American Everest expedition
in 1963 -- got together for an unforgettable evening of Everest memories and
reflections to raise funds for CGCT and
reconstruction efforts in Nepal. Maureen
DeCoursey and Brot Coburn organized
the event. The sold-out event raised nearly
$4,000!
For more information please see the CGCT
website and Facebook page (https://web.
facebook.com/Chandra-Gurung-Conservation-Trust-215865325097991/)

CGCT is developing a fundraising trek
around the Manaslu Himal to support our
earthquake relief work and conservation
programs. The 21 day excursion is planned
for October 2016 and will be led by CGCT
Board Member and veteran trek leader
Maureen DeCoursey. Dr. Marion McDevitt,
an emergency room physician and former
Himalayan Rescue Association doctor in
Manang (Annapurna region), will be the trip
doctor.
The 18-day trek is considered one of the
premier walks in Nepal. Visitation is strictly
regulated, the mountain scenery is superb
and the local cultures are very much intact.
This region also suffered greatly from the
earthquake and reconstruction has been
hampered by the remote and rugged terrain. In indomitable Nepali fashion, however, residents are rebuilding their homes
as lodges, trails have been cleared and trekking groups are welcomed with open arms.

Would you like to help us raise money for
earthquake relief? One hundred percent
will go to Nepal. Here are some ideas:
• Host a party and/or a screening of
“We Corner People” – if you are in
Northern California, Colorado or New
York, one of us can attend.

This will be a lodge-to-lodge trek with local
guide and porter support – the best way to
get much-needed cash into the hands of
local people. Highlights include a visit to the
traditional Gurung village of Ghyachchok
where CGCT earthquake reconstruction
efforts are focused, several days in the ethnically Tibetan Nubri region, and crossing
the 17,000’ pass known as the Larkya La.
This remote traverse is beyond fantastic,
and is moderately difficult. The trip will end
in Pokhara, with time to relax around the
lovely lake at Phewa Tal.

• Contact a local school and explore its
interest in becoming a sister school for
the new school in Ghyachchok village.

Stay tuned for more information. Please
send Maureen an email if you are interested! (mo@chandragurungtrust.org).

OTHER WAYS TO HELP

TWO DYNAMO WOMEN TAKE THE REINS AT THE CGCF
Ms. Tara Gurung now leads CGCF into its ninth year as its newest Board Chair. Tara worked
with Chandra at the Annapurna Conservation Area Project and subsequently with the
United Nation’s Tourism for Rural Poverty Alleviation Program. More recently, she has
been engaged with the Australian Agency for International Development.
We are very pleased to be working with Tara whose talents and commitment are evident. Upon accepting her new post, she wrote:
“The aim certainly is to develop CGCF into an institution excelling in
people oriented biodiversity conservation, and as an organization run
mainly through voluntary efforts I think CGCF has achieved quite a
lot in the past 8 years … I will try my best to deliver on the goals and
objectives of CGCF in the interest of all who respect and believe in the
vision of Dr. Chandra Gurung (whom we fondly call Dr. Sah’b) and in
the interest of the world community at large.”
We are also excited to announce that Chandra’s daughter Amanda Manandhar-Gurung has
become the new Executive Director of the CGCF. She writes:
“It is quite overwhelming to consider the enormity of what I’ve accepted… It will be a challenge and massive learning process, but I hope that, with your support, we can move this
organization forward.”
A graduate of Bard College in New York and the Institute of Development
Studies at the University of Sussex in England, Amanda focused her studies on the impact of climate change on remote mountain communities in
non-industrialized countries like Nepal. In close cooperation with CGCT
Advisor Ashok Gurung, one of Amanda’s first tasks will be to lead the needs
assessment and school reconstruction in Ghyachchok village. The stagnated political situation in Nepal is currently hampering this work and almost
everything, including the annual memorial commemoration of Chandra
and his work held on his birthday in December.
In a recent update, Amanda reported that“Shortages are crippling the nation, just before
the holidays which is such a shame. People are resorting to firewood for cooking due to
the shortage of LPG gas, businesses are shutting down and so many people are probably
stranded in Kathmandu, unable to return home for the holidays. Let’s see what happens…”
Yes indeed, let’s see what happens. We suspect that Amanda has more than her share of
her father’s famous bhaihaalchha (can-do) spirit.

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
UPDATE
The CGCT/CGCF Mentorship Program is
entering its ninth year with a look to review,
revamp and rejuvenate. The Mentorship

Program was established to empower youth
to become conservation leaders through
professional guidance by experts and
financial support for field studies focused on
some aspect of people-oriented biodiversity
conservation.

Conservation professionals provide advice
and direction to competitively selected mentees over a period of one year. This includes
introducing mentees to networking, internship and professional development opportunities as well as guidance in the design and
implementation of their field projects.
This year mentees will be selected on the
basis of proposals that link conservation to
disaster management, climate change and
energy shortages. Priority will be given to
those that address the challenges of equitable benefit sharing and inclusion in decisionmaking, an issue that haunts attempts to
meaningfully involve local communities in
conservation. Candidates that are considered marginalized for financial, geographical,
social and/or gender-bias reasons will be
also given priority. Please see our website
and Facebook page in January for profiles of
the latest mentees.
Past mentees continue to thrive, some serving as CCGF staff and others as conservation
professionals. One of the program’s first
mentees, Sharareh Bajracharya, is conducting an earthquake recovery project for
traumatized children that incorporates art
and dance.
Your tax deductible donations are much
appreciated and necessary to continue this
core CGCT program. A donation of $100
or more goes a long way toward achieving
Chandra’s goal of empowering youth and
involving local people in conservation.

Yes! I would like to support CGCT and its work in continuing the mission of Dr. Chandra Gurung.
I enclose a check
Name: ______________________________________________________________

I will donate online

Address: ____________________________________________________________

Amount

Email: ___________________________ Tel: _______________________________

$25 _____ $50 _____ $100 _____ 		

CGCT channels 100% of donations to the programs it supports. Be assured that even a small donation goes a long way in Nepal. Our work as volunteers ensures that virtually all funding is spent with
specific and tangible results, carried out by people whom we trust and have personally known for
years. Donations can be made through personal check or via the PayPal link on our website at www.
chandragurungtrust.org.

$200 _____ Other _____

Return this form with your check to:
Chandra Gurung Conservation Trust
509 Lincoln Blvd., Long Beach, New York 11561

Please add to me the CGCT mailing list

Chandra Gurung Conservation Trust

509 Lincoln Blvd., Long Beach,
New York 11561, Tel: 516 670 9232
www.chandragurungtrust.org

